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GEOG 104: WORLD REGIONAL
GEOGRAPHY
Citrus College Course Outline of Record
Heading Value
Effective Term: Fall 2022
Credits: 3
Total Contact Hours: 54
Lecture Hours : 54
Lab Hours: 0
Hours Arranged: 0
Outside of Class Hours: 108
Strongly Recommended: ENGL 101.
District General Education: D2. Behavioral Science
Transferable to CSU: Yes
Transferable to UC: Yes - Approved
Grading Method: Standard Letter

Catalog Course Description
The course explores the world by geographic regions and examines the
variation of climate zones, topography, patterns of human settlement,
resources, population, development and culture. Students experience
cultural differences and analyze development patterns. The course allows
students to research the impacts of globalization on human cultures and
the environment. 54 lecture hours.

Course Objectives
• Critically examine the cultural landscapes of the various regions of

the world
• Familiarization with topographic, geographic and climatic conditions

in various regions of the world.
• Synthesize various regional methods of adaptation to the

environment and whether sustainability is possible considering
resource use and level of development.

• Demonstrate the ability to identify geographic place names and
landscape features on a world map.

• Compare the ideals, customs, habits, traditions, beliefs and diffusion
patterns of the world predominant ethnic and religious groups.

• Evaluate the role of race, ethnicity and religion in regional and global
development patterns.

Major Course Content
1. Unit 1: The Americas (25% of semester)

a. Chapter 1: Geography
i. What is Geography?

ii. Latitude/Longitude
iii. Map Scale
iv. Maps/Photo Interpretation
v. Population Pyramids

vi. Geopolitics
vii. Language/Religion/Ethnicity

viii. Climate Change
b. Chapter 2: North America

i. Regional physical land forms and places
ii. Regional culture and history

iii. Climate zones and local environments
iv. Connection to globalization
v. NAFTA

vi. Migration and population growth
vii. Conflict and the military industrial complex

c. Chapter 3: Middle and South America
i. Regional physical land forms and places

ii. Urbanization and patterns of development
iii. Climate zones and local environments
iv. Colonial history and development
v. Destruction of rainforest

vi. Foreign Direct Investment/IMF/World Bank Loans
2. Unit 2: Europe (25% of semester)

a. Chapter 4: Europe
i. Regional physical landforms and places

ii. Regional culture
iii. Climate zones and local environments
iv. Feudalism/Colonialism
v. European Union

b. Chapter 5: Russia
i.  Regional physical land forms and places

ii. Urbanization and patterns of development
iii. Climate zones and local environments
iv.  WWII/Soviet Rule/New Democracy
v. Contested Russian sovereignty and former Soviet Union

countries
vi. Chernobyl Environmental Issues

3. Unit 3: Africa and the Middle East (25% of semester)
a. Chapter 6: North Africa and Southwest Asia

i. Regional physical land forms and places
ii. Urbanization and patterns of development

iii. Climate zones and local environments
iv.  Religious conflict and nationalism
v.  Colonial roots of conflict: British involvement in Hutu and

Tutsi conflict
vi. Drought

vii. Petroleum and Wealth
b. Chapter 7 Sub-Saharan Africa

i. Regional physical land forms and places
ii. Urbanization and patterns of development

iii.  Climate zones and local environments
iv. Ghana’s tech, film and internet boom
v. AIDS, Ebola and education

vi. Gender Equality
vii. IMF and WTO loans and petroleum mining rights on the Ivory

Coast
viii. Extremism and terrorism

4. Unit 4: Asia (25% of semester)
a. Chapter 8: South Asia

i. Regional physical land forms and places
1. Rural to Urban migration
2. Globalization of Tech in India
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3. Climate zones and local environments
4. Gender rights in India

b. Chapter 9: East Asia
i. Regional physical land forms and places

1. Urbanization and patterns of development
2.  Climate zones and local environments

ii. Communism and Imperialism
iii. Modern air pollution in industrial China
iv. The new billionaire class and the results of recent

development
v. Introduction of capitalism to China

c. South East Asia
i. Regional physical landforms and places

1. Urbanization and patterns of development
2. Climate zones and local environments
3. Labor and trade

ii. Climate change and coral reefs
iii. Religious conflicts in South Asia

1.    Regional physical landforms and places
a. Urbanization and patterns of development

i. Climate zones and local environments
b. Colonialization and ethnic identity for Aboriginal

tribes
c. Climate change and drought
d. Drought and drinking water

Suggested Reading Other Than Required
Textbook
Goode's World Atlas, 21st ed. Rand McNally, 2006

Examples of Required Writing
Assignments
Part 1- The Mekong River basin: A regional river system
Like the Danube River in Europe or the Nile River in Africa, the Mekong
River flows through many countries before finally emptying into the South
China Sea. Because its waters drain so many countries, the river is vital to
the survival of many.
Identify the countries that are drained by the Mekong River. List the
advantages some countries have over other countries regarding their
access to and use of the Mekong River. Discuss how these countries can
negotiate with each other to guarantee equitable access to the Mekong’s
resources (e.g., guaranteed drinking and irrigation water for all, consistent
water levels to maintain fish catches, etc.). Be sure to address the impact
of climate change on the water sources that feed the Mekong.
Part 2 -Oceania in the global community: How can its voice be heard?
Oceania has a population of only 36 million and a relatively small total
land area. The Republic of the Fiji Islands, for example, is just larger than
the U.S. state of Connecticut. How can this region make its voice heard
when it is affected by global issues?
Identify at least three global connection issues that are particularly
important (positively or negatively) for this region. Propose strategies for
each of these three issues that the region could employ to help its voice
be heard. Small total land area and small population size have just been
mentioned as challenges. Name at least two more challenges that this
region must consider when coping with global connections.

Examples of Outside Assignments
Regional Map Quiz Students will have several region map tests. Each
region has a list of cities and features to memorize. Each quiz will be
based on the list of countries, cities, landscape features within a given
region. The map quiz will test student’s knowledge of global geography.
Sample Assignment: Google Earth Spatial Analysis Look at the following
locations in Google Earth. You may want to use two windows so you can
switch back and forth between the two easily. 52 N, 0.99 W (Buckingham,
Buckinghamshire, England) 43.7 N, 116.35 W (Eagle, Idaho, USA) Answer
the following questions: •Each of these small towns is to the north and
west of a larger city. Find these larger cities and name them. •Describe
the land uses beside housing and their distribution in each of the cities.
•Estimate the population of each town. Make sure your scale is similar
for each town. •Now look up the population for each town using a simple
Internet search. Report what you find. •Describe the approach to land
use and planning taken in each town. * Which represents a greater
infrastructure cost, and why? * Which represents a greater impact on
the environment and why? * Which represents a greater impact on the
aesthetic appeal of the countryside, and why?
Write a three-to-four page (750–1,000 word) paper discussing the
differences between the two locations. Your paper should include
reference to the population size and regional location of each place. Also
compare the land-use planning, infrastructure costs, and environmental
impact of each town based on your observations from the satellite
photos.

Instruction Type(s)
Lecture, Online Education Lecture

IGETC Area 4: Social and Behavioral
Sciences
4E. Geography


